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1. Turning a hobby/idea into a business idea 

It is entirely possible that what only seems like a fun hobby can be turned into a profitable 

business, granted one knows what steps should be taken and what adjustments should be 

made. While it might not be a replacement for one’s day job from the get-go, it definitely 

can have the potential to become a full–time venture, that one is not only passionate about, 

but also pays the bills (Miller, 2018).  

1.1. Attributes of a good business idea  

Certain characteristics can serve as indicators of the potential success of a business idea, thus 

these following attributes might give a to–be entrepreneur an inkling if their hobby/idea 

could be successfully transformed into a prosperous business venture: 

1. Scalability. A business needs to be able to cope with challenges efficiently and 

maintain or better yet increase profits as the business grows. For a business to survive 

there should be a visible trend over time where profits increase while expenses go 

down (Aktas, 2021); (Taylor, 2022).  

2. Sustainability. Not only regular customers, but also business partners, and 

governments show a growing preference for businesses that have minimized their 

negative impact (plastic waste, emissions, energy waste, etc.) on the global and local 

environment, community, society, and economy. Thus, one should evaluate how 

sustainable their business idea is and if some aspects could be improved and achieve 

a triple bottom line (people, planet, profit) (Spiliakos, 2018).  

3. Profitability. The business idea has to be conceptualized in terms of finances - how 

much will it cost to get the business running, make the products, what is the current 

economic situation, what is the competition/demand like, and so on (Sherman, 2020).  

4. Strong Vision. If the entrepreneur lacks a specific vision or company mission, the 

business will not be consistent, which can hurt the bottom line. Most successful 

businesses have a strong ultimate objective which they strive for every day 

(Caramela, 2021).  

5. Uniqueness/Problem-Solver.  While not always crucial (for instance, if you have an 

upper hand in terms of other attributes, or if the market is really big and the 

competition does not cover it), it is generally a pretty big advantage if a business idea 

is a unique one and cannot be replicated by other businesses in the market. This will 

help a business stand out and consumers will be able to associate with the business 

very easily (SmartSchool, 2021).  
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6. Adaptability. One has to understand the importance of keeping up with business 

customers’ ever-changing expectations. Businesses that are resilient and withstand 

the tests of time, including pandemics and political conflicts, are the ones that are the 

most adaptable (Caramela, 2021).  

7. Customer–centricric approach. One cannot get swept up with their own goals and 

lose sight of what matters the most – customers, as one thing successful businesses 

have in common is a strong customer focus. They create a culture that is centered 

around their customers and focuses their processes, products, and services on their 

service’s needs. Delivering constant high-quality products/services also helps them 

succeed as people's regard for them remains high and positive (Caramela, 2021).  

8. Added Value. A successful business idea also considers what added value besides 

the primary product or service of the business, there will be for the customers. 

Nowadays, there is so much to choose from on the market, thus if one’s business idea 

is not irreplaceable, customers will be looking for those extra benefits, that put one 

business above another. These benefits could come in a form of adding industry 

experts to your customer service, executing loyalty programs, providing in-dept 

descriptions/instructions related to your product/service, or only using locally 

available raw materials (Caramela, 2021).  

1.2. Idea evaluation tools – the lean startup methodology 

There are many different methods and tools available for aspiring entrepreneurs that can help 

determine if their business idea has the potential to become a successful and profitable 

venture that possesses the previously mentioned characteristics. Below the lean startup 

methodology, which has gained momentum over the last years and become one of the 

leading frameworks for launching a successful business, is described in detail (Hart, 2021).  

The success of the lean startup methodology has stemmed from its ability to spot and 

mitigate the risks associated with new entrepreneurial activities, which is especially crucial 

when one takes into account the fact that 90% of online start–ups fail to survive for more 

than one year. For the most part, it happens so, because too much time, energy, and money 

are invested into an idea that simply does not work. Thus this methodology is inspired by 

the principles of Toyota’s lean manufacturing model – reduction of waste and optimization 

of resource allocation and goes through a cyclical process of business idea evaluation, that 

is broken into 4 separate stages: business model canvas, hypothesis formulating, minimum 

viable product (MVP), and learning (Hart, 2021). 

Business Model Canvas. This is a graphical strategic management template of nine key 

building blocks that have to be considered when developing a business idea – customer 
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segments, value prepositions, revenue streams, channels, customer relationships, key 

activities, key resources, key partners, and cost structure (see Figure 1.1.) (BMI, 2022). 

 

Figure 1.1. Business Model Canvas Template (BMI, 2022) 

The business model canvas was created by Alexander Osterwalder of Strategyzer in 2005 as 

a way how to quickly draw a picture of what the business idea entails - so as to have a clear 

idea of what the business will likely be. Most importantly, it allows one to get a deeper 

understanding of the business and to go through the process of making connections between 

what the idea is and how to make it into a business. The previously mentioned factors can 

be divided into two groups - while the right side of the canvas concentrates on the customer 

(external), the left side focuses on the business itself (internal) plus there is the middle block 

of the value proposition where these external and internal factors meet. These blocks are 

then filled out to one’s best ability, basing the answers on one’s assumptions or hypotheses, 

as there is no way of basing them on facts if the business is not already up and running 

(Ebinum, 2016); (Hart, 2021). 

 Customer Segment. Here a list of the top three segments that provide the most 

revenue should be stated. Segmenting is the practice of dividing a customer base into 

groups of individuals that are similar in specific ways, such as age, gender, interests, 

and spending habits. Questions to think about: For whom the value is created? What 

does an ideal customer look like? Who are the most important customers? How large 

is the overall market, and each specific segment? (BMI, 2022); (Hart, 2021); 

(Ebinum, 2016) 
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 Value Preposition. This is a fundamental concept of the exchange of value between 

the business and the customer. Here one states what products and services are to be 

provided. Questions to think about: Which of the customer’s problems is the business 

the best at solving? What value is offered to customers? What is the MVP? How 

many customer needs are solved? (BMI, 2022); (Ebinum, 2016); (Hart, 2021) 

 Revenue Streams. Here top three businesses’ revenue stream should be added, even 

if some things are free of charge, they can be added here. These are the ways by 

which the business converts value proposition or solution to the customer’s problem 

into financial gain. Questions to think about: How does the business plan on making 

money? Is it going to be transactional? Is there a thought of using a freemium model? 

What are the customers currently paying? What are the pricing tactics – pay per 

product, fee or service, fixed-rate, subscription? (BMI, 2022); (Ebinum, 2016); (Hart, 

2021)  

 Channels. This factor asks one to state how one communicates with their customers 

and how the value proposition is delivered – this is generally covered under a 

marketing plan. Questions to think about: How are the customers reached? Through 

which channels the communication happens – social media, networking, PR, 

billboards, etc.? How are other companies contacting their customers? Which are 

most cost-efficient? Does the business know how the customers prefer to be reached? 

(BMI, 2022); (Hart, 2021); (Ebinum, 2016) 

 Customer Relationships. This building block asks to state how the relationship with 

the customers is developed and maintained, and what is the level of engagement 

between the business and the customer. Questions to think about: Will they be 

impersonal and automated – online, third parties? Will they be more intimate – in-

person, events? How will the business continue to nurture these relationships? Are 

they expensive? (BMI, 2022); (Hart, 2021); (Ebinum, 2016).  

 Key Activities. Here the entrepreneur states what is done on an everyday basis to run 

the business model and achieve the value proposition for the customers. Questions 

to think about: What is needed to be good at creating this value for customers – time, 

expertise, software development? Building out memorable customer relationships? 

Building partnerships with other companies? (BMI, 2022); (Hart, 2021); (Ebinum, 

2016)  

 Key Resources. Here the people, knowledge, means, and money one needs to run the 

business are added. Questions to think about: What are the key assets required to 
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create and deliver this value to customers? Is it intellectual property? Is there a large 

human capital element involved? Does the business require significant physical 

holding to deliver the unique value proposition (UVP)? (BMI, 2022); (Ebinum, 

2016); (Hart, 2021) 

 Key Partners. This is a list of external partners without whom the business cannot 

operate in a capacity to achieve key activities and deliver value to the customer. 

Questions to think about: Who must the business collaborate with to deliver the 

UVP? Does it require non-equity strategic alliances? Suppliers? Producers? 

Competitors? (BMI, 2022); (Ebinum, 2016); (Hart, 2021) 

 Cost Structure. Top costs are listed basing them on activities and resources. 

Questions to think about: Which key resources are the costliest? What are the most 

important costs inherent within the business model – legal, insurance, achievement 

of key activities, key resources, and time? Are they fixed costs? Are they variable 

costs? What is the opportunity cost of running the business? (BMI, 2022); (Ebinum, 

2016); (Hart, 2021) 

It might be useful to map out your potential competitors’ business models as well, as that 

would provide a deep insight into what customers want and what they are willing to pay for 

and have a clearer picture of just how customers’ needs are met across the entire industry 

(BMI, 2022). See the example below of a filled-out business model canvas based on Meta’s 

Facebook: 

 

Hypothesis Formulation. Entrepreneurs need to formulate hypotheses based on what they 

have discovered from the business model canvas analysis. These hypotheses then should be 

divided into 3 risk categories (Hart, 2021): 
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 Desirability – looks at risks related to the attractiveness of the business idea, for 

instance, if the customers are going to be interested in the product/service and who 

are these customers will (hypotheses based on age, gender, profession, lifestyle) 

 Viability – looks at risks associated with the viability of the business model, meaning 

does this idea solve a customer problem and if it does, is it even worth finding a 

solution for? Also worth considering are aspects related to customer acquisition, 

sustainability, and profitability (hypotheses based on willingness to pay, an exclusive 

set of customers, cost reduction) 

 Feasibility – looks at risks related to the ability to deliver the UVP (Unique Value 

Proposition), for example, is it possible to build the product and execute the idea – 

are necessary resources and skills available (hypotheses based on manufacturing 

capacity, technological developments)  

Minimum Viable Product. To test the developed hypotheses about the business idea, it is 

best to prepare a minimum viable product (MVP), which is a bare–bones version of the 

product containing just enough features to be used by early adopters. When developing the 

MVP two questions should be asked – What is the core value my product offers customers? 

What is the bare minimum I need to deliver that value? The intersection of the answers to 

these two questions is the MVP. It should be built using the minimum amount of time and 

resources and provide just enough feedback to validate the idea and make improvements. 

Also worth mentioning is the fact that the MVP is not always a physical product, it can be 

just as little as a landing page for the business’s online store, or a 3D video explaining the 

ins and outs of the idea (Hart, 2021). 

Learning. After evaluating the customers’ feedback, the incorrect hypotheses are replaced 

by new ideas and then retested. This cycle continues until a product-market fit has been 

found. This is ascertained after a clear customer segment is willing to pay for the value 

offered by the product or service. There is, however, a possibility that the pivoting needed 

is so extensive that the original idea needs to be scrapped in its entirety (Hart, 2021). 

There are several other free tools available online to help one evaluate their ideas as well, 

for example, there is the S – RCE methodology, which assesses the idea from four sides – 

its strategic value or via sustainability set (strategic, ethical, ecological, sustainable), its basic 

value or via the relevancy set (benefit, novelty, risk, cost), its internal value or via the 

capacity set (acceptability, applicability, creativity, potentiality), and its external value or the 

efficiency set (technical, customer, market, financial, social) (Stevanovic, et al., 2016).  
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1.3. Concluding step-by-step 

As can be gathered from this chapter, idea assessment and evaluation are critical when 

considering pursuing a new entrepreneurial venture. Without the core idea, the business 

cannot exist, however, the entrepreneur has to be sure that they are willing to put in a lot of 

time and other resources to launch the business, otherwise, it is better to just stick to the 

activity on the hobby level. So a rough guide of steps to take when one has decided to turn 

their hobby/idea into a business idea is as follows (Vozza, 2022); (Alton, 2016): 

 Evaluate your idea – as discussed in the chapter, use the lean startup methodology or 

SRCE methodology, or any other you have confidence in, to evaluate your business 

idea’s potential. 

 Make mini market research – it is useful to get to know your target market before 

large investments into the business have been made. This could be related to 

demographics of the potential customer, competition, and demand in the market – 

this qualitative and quantitative data will help you make key strategic decisions.  

 Know your finances – every new startup needs money to get off the ground, you 

should know in advance how much you will approximately need and where the 

funding for your new venture will come from.  

 Make a business plan - a business plan is a blueprint for a business, and it's often 

required to get a business loan, however, it is recommended to make one even if you 

are not seeking external funding. This plan should include an executive summary, 

business overview, list of products and services, market strategies, sales, and 

marketing plan, milestones and metrics, management team if you plan on one, and 

financial plan.  

 Identify potential risks to monitor and mitigate them – from your idea assessment 

and business plan, you should get a clearer idea of the potential risks associated with 

your business venture, you should develop multiple scenarios in regards to what 

would be your game plan in case they ever come true.  

 Create an online presence - in business today, everybody needs an online presence 

to generate activity, and engagement, and increase reach. This means creating and 

maintaining a website, social media profiles, and everything else that goes into 

branding your business.  
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2. Principles of online business 

E-Commerce sales amounted to approximately $4.9 trillion in 2021 and are expected to hit 

$6.5 trillion by 2023, furthermore, in 2021 there were 2.14 billion online shoppers 

worldwide, making up more than a quarter of the world’s population (Chevalier, 2022); 

(Coppola, 2021). In addition, according to Nasdaq, by 2040, consumers will make 95% of 

their purchases through the internet (SendPulse, 2022). These statistics show the massive 

influence the internet has had on thciety’s purchasing habits, and how crucial for a company 

is not only its online presence in general, bu also its provided ability to purchase goods purely 

online. 

An online business is a business that operates entirely on the internet where it may sell goods 

and/or services, as well as SaaS (software as a service) solutions. Quite a few of the biggest 

and most successful companies in the world are primarily online businesses, for example, 

Amazon, Meta (Facebook), Alphabet (Google), Netflix, and Booking.  It is especially 

appealing to a customer and good for the company due to a number of factors (SendPulse, 

2022): 

 Brand is easily accessible to customers 

 Trust in the brand increases due to effortless connection possibilities 

 Increase in market coverage is significant 

 Helps to build strong, long–lasting relationships with the customers 

2.2.Online business principles 

The basics of running an online business are essentially the same as running a non–online 

business - you are buying and selling goods (in this case online) and/or providing an (online) 

service. However, while the underlying goal and activity might be the same, there are some 

stark differences as well (Tandon, 2021); (MailChimp, 2022); (Strikingly, 2021); 

(TechTarget, 2021): 

 Launch of high quality and user–friendly online store 

 Increases brand awareness and customer engagement through Search Engine 

Optimization (SEO), which optimizes a website's technical configuration, content 

relevance, and link popularity  

 Collection of accurate data through website analytics (use of a website and its 

elements, such as webpages, photos, and videos, engagement levels, unique visitors, 

and purchases, repeat customers, and “hot hours”) 

 No required warehouse, inventory, vehicles, or staff - goods can be supplied straight 

to clients via suppliers with the aid of an internet business 
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On a more personal level, having an online business gives one many benefits that the 

traditional working environment and a 9 – 5 job would not. Some of these advantages include 

(TheNextSeller, 2022): 

1. Free choice of location – there is no need to be in a big city and have high living 

costs, as well as worry about high–priced real estate to base your office in.  

2. Schedule flexibility – one can work on their schedule, whatever works best for 

themselves and their business, there is no commute, and there is no set retirement 

age. 

3. Generational wealth – online business is easily transferable between family 

members, which cannot be said about a 5 – 9 job, thus one can grow their family 

empire in the form of an online business.  

2.3. Example of Amazon 

Amazon is the biggest Internet company in the world that is subsequently also one of the 

biggest eCommerce stores in the world. Founded in 1994 in Seattle by Jeff Bezos, Amazon 

has in the years since become a household name when it comes to online shopping. This 

internet company today has the largest revenue in the world, but its beginnings were humble 

- it was initially not more than an online bookstore. Amazon’s market capitalization has 

reached $ 1.668 billion, revenue has exceeded $386 billion, and it employs around 1 298 000 

people worldwide. With over 564 million products sold in the U.S. alone, Amazon is the 

uncontesteeCommercece leader and continues to grow and innovate (Pajovic, 2021); (Ugino, 

2022).  

Amazon is simply the ultimate hub for selling merchandise on the Web, it lets almost anyone 

sell almost anything using its platform. Since 2000, customers can also find goods listed by 

third-party sellers to individuals or small companies and retailers like Target and Toys 'R 

Us, also used goods and refurbished goods, and there is a possibility of participating in 

auctions. The embedded marketing techniques that Amazon employs to personalize shthe 

opper experience are probably the best example of the company's overall approach to sales 

by knowing its consumers very well. Customer experience is generally really good when 

they visit the site, benefiting from special offers and featured products to some customized 

recommendations to attract personal shoppers (Loo, 2016). We may tconcludesion that 

Amazon's unwavering dedication to the customer experience is the key to its success. The 

mission of Amazon is to be the most customer-centric business in the world, and this mission 

informs every strategic decision and investment the firm makes. The goal at each stage is to 

provide consumers with the finest service possible (Baldwin, 2020). The staggering quantity 

of consumer data that Amazon has is what allows them to be so customer focused. Through 
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the Amazon DSP program, Amazon not only sells such data to advertisforg but also utilizes 

it to enhance its operations and product line.  

To successfully operate an online business, one probably should make a website dedicated 

to their business, which would also serve as an online shop for their goods and/or services 

(however, it is also possible to operate an online business through such sites as Etsy, or even 

just a social media account). This development of a web page will be discussed in the next 

chapter.  

3. Creation of a free/budget–friendly web page 

An online business will most likely take place on one’s website, furthermore, even 

businesses that mainly operate through physical stores need a website as a majority of their 

customers will visit their website before making a purchase. Therefore, diligent attention 

should be paid to one’s Internet presence. This website usually includes information about 

the company’s past, present activities, their assortment of goods and/or services, and ways 

how to contact the company and buy from them (Home Business, 2018); (Kaplan, 2020).  

Some of the advantages of having a website include (Kaplan, 2020): 

1. Credibility. Increasing your company's credibility is one of the key benefits of having 

a website - without a website, customers could doubt your company's validity.  

2. Brand Awareness. One of the most crucial things you can do is to present your brand 

to potential buyers. Customers are more likely to buy from you if you are clear about 

who you are, what you stand for, and what you represent. 

3. Increasing Leads. One of the reasons to have a website for your business is because 

it can increase your chances of getting leads. Once people find you online, become 

interested in your product/service, and want to know more, they will know how to 

contact you thanks to the information on your website, which allows you to increase 

your sales.  

4. Organic Traffic. You have a chance to appear in Google search results once you are 

online and have a website that is optimized for SEO. This implies that there is a 

possibility that your website may appear in the search results when people are 

looking for a certain item or service.  

However, the effectiveness of a site (thus also the ability to gain these previously mentioned 

advantages) is almost completely dependent on its content because a visitor goes to a web 

resource searching for useful information. So any information the site offers to the user 

should be useful, not primarily advert-based and up to date. The level of sales is influenced 

by factors such as ease of perception and clarity of content, the use of visual elements 
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(illustrations, video materials), the quality of the internal structure of links, and the size of 

the texts. Excellent content sells better (Home Business, 2018) 

Another crucial factor deals with the website’s design and usability. The site should be 

logically organized, convenient, and attractive, and it is important to understand that in 

90% of cases a visitor (potential client) visiting your site for the first time should be 

interested in your product. Website design is the first thing that visitors will see when they 

come to your site. According to statistics, you have no more than 10 seconds to get the most 

interest from them and keep their attention, so develop a decent website design (Home 

Business, 2018). 

Thus below are some online platforms where an entrepreneur can create a free or budget-

friendly business website that is well designed and user–friendly, which are described in 

greater detail. As far as domains (the address visitors type into their browser address bar to 

arrive at the website – it replaces an IP address and is a unique and distinctive name), some 

of these website building sites provide the acquisition of a domain as part of their services, 

but if they do not, one can easily register for their domain both for free (the domain will most 

likely include the website building site’s name, e.g., xxx.weeby.com) and by paying 

(Fitzgerald, 2022): 

1. Find a domain name registrar (Bluehost, Domain.com, Google Domains) 

2. Search for your domain name (to make sure it is available) 

3. Finalize your domain name choice (fits your brand, easy for others to find) 

4. Choose a domain name suffix, such as .com or .net 

5. Purchase the domain name (typically have to pay on annual basis, somewhere 

between $5 and $20) 

6. Add Domain ID protection (once the domain is registered your name and contact 

details are available online, you can use protection to hide it) 

3.2.WordPress 

WordPress is a content management system (CMS) 

with 409 million unique visitors every month, which 

is suitable for those who highly value independence 

and complete creative control. The creator has almost limitless control over the site’s 

aesthetics and can install various apps and plugins to work on the website. However, that in 

turn means that only those who are technically savvy with previous knowledge in coding 

can fully appreciate the site. Furthermore, the site requires frequent maintenance and 

monitoring, especially if there are updates to the platform, theme, or plugins. You and only 

you are responsible for maintaining your website – customer support is not particularly 
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advanced. As far as pricing goes, although WordPress itself is free to download, to put a 

website live you will need to pay for a hosting provider (e.g., Bluehost, starting at 

$2.95/month), and a custom domain name (starting at $10/year), also pre-made themes and 

additional plugins cost extra money. So all things considered, the total annual cost to build 

a live WordPress side is a one-time fee of anywhere from $0 – $200, plus ongoing monthly 

costs of about $10 – $40 (Carmichael, 2022); (WordPress, 2022). 

WordPress is clearly an option for someone already well – advanced in coding but is looking 

for a cheap host system to ground their website and/or online store on. However, most first-

time business openers are not this tech-savvy, thus the next few platforms are more user–

friendly.  

3.3. Wix 

Wix is an Israeli software company founded in 2006 

that provides cloud–based web development services 

– it allows users to create HTML5 websites and mobile sites through the use of online drag-

and-drop tools. This type of service makes it easy to create a professional website and online 

shop, as there is no need to know any type of coding or programming – it’s scalable and 

beginner–friendly. Wix is used by 2.3% of the top 10 million websites and has more than 

200 million registered users worldwide (W3Techs, 2022); (Wix, 2022); (Carney, 2022).  

Wix has a free plan for website building, plus a two–week money -back guarantee on all 

seven of its paid plans. They also offer high–end business solutions called Wix Enterprise, 

which is a custom price plan designed for big businesses. However, even their for–pay plans 

start from as little as 16$ a month which is billed annually (includes hosting, and a domain 

name for 1 year, and is ad–free) and offers great value for money. It has to be mentioned 

though, that all of their eCommerce plans are for – pay with the Business Basic plan being 

$27 per month (Carney, 2022); (Brandl, 2022).  

To get started, one needs to register on the website www.wix.com, where then a series of 

questions is asked to better understand what kind of a website one is looking to create – 

website type and specification (e.g., online hat store), website name (can be changed at any 

time going forward), the goal for the site (share knowledge, sell products, build community, 

etc.), what add – ons are wanted (chat, store, booking, events), and so on (Wix, 2022). Once 

these basic questions are answered, one can then choose one of two website building options, 

which are Wix AD and Wix Editor. Wix ADI designs the website for you, based on answers 

to a few questions - one can make edits to the final design, but this process is not ideal if 

total control is wanted. Whereas, Wix Editor uses drag-and-drop functionality, meaning 

anything on the website can be repositioned by the creator simply by clicking and holding 

http://www.wix.com/
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the item, then moving it where it’s wanted. For those who are a little more tech-savvy, one 

can also use Velo by Wix. This lets you access and edits the raw HTML behind the template 

for even greater customization (Carney, 2022).  

If you are creating an online business, Wix lets the business owner sell an unlimited amount 

of products – whether physical, digital, or service-based. There is also an option to create 

discount and promotional codes, control shipping options, and even manage the store on the 

go through its mobile app. Wix has also put a lot of energy into making its e-commerce 

analytics much more powerful. Through its dashboard store analytics, one can now access 

in-house data to rival that of dedicated eCommerce platforms (Carney, 2022).  

Overall, Wix’s editor is really easy to use, even for beginners with no tech experience, they 

offer great online store options with a great selection of eCommerce tools, and it provides 

tons of flexibility and creative freedom – it is easy to customize the template (800+ available) 

to look exactly like you want it. As some drawbacks – it can feel overwhelming at the 

beginning stages of the website creation, as there are a lot of features and designs available 

(Carney, 2022).  

3.4. Weebly 

Weebly is an American website and eCommerce service 

founded in 2007 that currently powers millions of 

businesses on more than 50 million sites worldwide. It is a beginner-friendly and easy-to-

use platform geared toward bloggers and small businesses wanting to create their websites 

and open an online store. It uses a simple drag-and-drop editor and even guides you through 

the building process step–by–step. Weebly was acquired by Square in 2018 – Square is a 

provider of assisting services related to sales transactions, employing marketing tactics, and 

management of inventory, staff, and finances – significantly simplifying the actual buying 

and selling process of an online business (Weebly, 2022).  

As far as pricing goes, there are different strategies for simple websites and online stores. 

There is a possibility for free website creation, however, this site would only have 500MB 

of storage, a Weebly – based domain name, and a 10MB maximum file size. This is followed 

by a €5/month option (Connect) that allows for a personal domain, a €10/month version 

(Pro) for professional site features, and a €20/month option (Business) for fully integrated 

eCommerce, followed by a €30/month subscription (Business Plus) for advanced 

eCommerce features and email marketing. Their website explains in detail what are the 

differences between these tiers (Weebly, 2022). 

https://www.weebly.com/pricing#plans/type/connect
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To create a website and/or an online store, one has to, first, register on the www.weebly.com 

website, and choose the type of business they want to build (personal website or business 

website), after the theme (50 options) and design has to be selected, followed by a domain 

name (free or custom), which leads you to the actual website building stage (Barraclough, 

2022). 

The editor software on Weebly is very easy to read – the top bar allows you to manage pages 

and change genal settings (e.g., website name, category), while the toolbar on the left side 

of the screen houses the actual site elements, that you can drag and drop onto the site in the 

editing window. When you select options from a menu that runs across the top of the panel—

Build, Pages, Theme, Store, Apps, Settings, and Help—the panel changes function modes. 

You may include text boxes, photos, maps, spacers, and media on the page of your website. 

Only the Professional, Performance and Premium tiers may incorporate audio and HD video 

in the latter, which includes video, audio, and document files. Additionally, there are 

components for forums, polls, RSVP forms, and surveys. If you can't find what you're 

searching for, you might find it in the Apps area. After the editing is done, you may choose 

your desired pricing plan (Muchmore & Minor, 2022); (Barraclough, 2022).  

All in all, their powerful tools make it easy to build a professional, mobile-optimized site 

and grow your business with integrated marketing and advanced analytics. Weebly also 

helps you to tackle the manual hassles of running a successful online store by simplifying 

shipping, taxes, and inventory management. Since Weebly is part of Square's commerce 

offering, Weebly customers can easily sell in-person, too. However, some drawbacks include 

limited theme customization, no interface–wide undo feature, lacks of reusable photo 

storage, and customer service is not the most efficient, furthermore, there is no preview to 

let you know how exactly the website will look on a mobile phone or tablet (Muchmore & 

Minor, 2022).  

  

http://www.weebly.com/
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